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Carbon abundances in chondritic porous [CP] interplanetary dust particles [IDPs] exceed 
these abundances in carbonaceous chondrites'12. Reviews of analytical electron microscope 
[AEM] observations314 on chondritic IDPs list carbon species in CP IDP matrix of to include 
amorphous polymerised hydrocarbons, amorphous carbons, poorly graphitised carbon [PGC] and 
lonsdaleite. Generally, classification of -chondritic IDPs relies on particle morphology and 
silicate mineralogy, with or without carbonaceous materials315. Recently another chondritic IDP 
classification relies on Raman spectroscope signatures of these IDPs. Six different groups are 
recognised based on the "degree of disorder" of constituent carbonaceous material6. The Raman 
spectrum of group 1 chondritic I D P S ~  is characterised by two bands at -1600 cm-' and -1360 
cm-' typical for  "turbostratic glassy" or disordered carbons and which seem similar to Raman 
spectra of several CV3 carbonaceous and one H3 ordinary chondrite617. The  Raman spectrum of 
the Allende meteorite is similar to that of Sri Lanka natural graphite8. 

Raman bands at  -1600 cm-' and -1360 cm-' result from a combination of [I] textural 
disorder, i.e. (1) ratio of "unorganised" (i.e. amorphous) versus ordered (graphitic) carbon, (2) 
ordered carbon crystallite sizeQ110 and (3) extent of three-dimensional ordering1', as well as [II] 
crystallographical disorder, i.e. presence of carbon crystallites with non-graphitic (> 0.335 nm) 
basal spacings. Thermal proccessing of natural terrestrial12 and artificial"'13 organic compounds 
produces disordered carbons in which increased ordering as a function of heat-treatment is 
documented using transmission electron microscopy [TEM] '~  and X-ray analyses1'. The X-ray 
profiles show a high-intensity peak corresponding to the Bragg reflections 0.46 and 0.33 nm 
and a low-intensity peak of reflections d l  ,= 0.204 nm and dloo= 0.213 nm while relative peak 
positions and intensities are a function o! heat treatment temperature and starting material1'. 
The nature and type of carbon species in chondritic IDPs contain important information on 
their formation in the interstellar medium, early Solar System processes and IDP parent body 
processes12114. Continuing AEM carbon identifications, I report new data on turbostratic carbon 
in CP IDPs allocations W7029E4&E5, U2011C2 and U2022C7&C8. 

EXPERIMENTAL. Ultramicrotomed thin sections of these allocations and samples of Sri 
Lanka natural graphite, are prepared for  TEM analyses using a JEOL 200FX AEM equipped 
with a T N  5500 energy dispersive spectrometer [RDS] for  irt situ analyses of elements with Z> 
11 .  The carbonaceous nature of selected grains is inferred from the lack of X-ray signals in the 
EDS. For comparisons with carbon X-ray data, I obtain selected area electron diffraction 
[SAED] patterns. Imaging occurs in bright field and centered dark field [CDF] modes. 
Interplanar spacings [d-spacings] in SAED patterns have a relative error < 1.5OIo. 

RESULTS. Carbon particles are upto 2.1 x 2.6 pm, in size, and typically consist of thin, 
irregular crystalline sheets. Both bright field and CDF images show umbiguitous Moire fringes 
from interactions of overlapping layers in different rotational orientations and of randomly 
oriented subgrains [circa 250 nm, in diameter]. Typically, hexagonal SAED patterns are split 
into a number of different orientations r o t ~ t e d  by non-integral amounts and in these patterns 
reflections form arcs at diagnostic d-spacings. Most SAED patterns show polycrystalline ring 
patterns consistent with complete random, or turbostratic, stacking. The simplest SAED pattern 
shows a single basal spacing at  d = 0.373 nm but typically basal spacing reflections occur at 
discrete for  values for  do, = 8Pi9 nm through 0.34 nm, thus causing cloudiness of doo 
reflections in hexagonal S A ~ D  patterns. Concurrently, a characteristic pattern of closely-spaced 
polycrystalline rings develops between d-spacings 0.28 nm to 0.218 nm. Assuming a graphitic 
structure, these d-spacings are consistent the (100) and (101) graphite planes. In TABLE 1, d -  
spacings > 0.49 nm include graphitic do,, spacings, which correspond to observed graphitic do, 
spacings, and d-spacings for non-graphitic crystalline materials, such as dehydrogenated 
organic compounds'5. It is probable that turbostratic carbon in these CP IDPs is similar to 
materials of the Raman Group I which seems comparable with Sri Lanka natural graphite. 
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Thin sections of this natural graphite are studied using the same A E M  conditions used for 
CP IDP samples. The  natural graphite has identical turbostratic stacking, SAED patterns with 
distinctive closely spaced (100) and (101) rings and cloudiness of basal spacing reflections. In 
rare SAED patterns the only (002) reflection is do = 0.374 nm. Importantly, each reflection, 
do,, = 0.445 nm through 0.336 nm, has a matctlng lattice fringe set in single, randomly 
d~str ibuted crystallites, causing crystallographical disorder. In rare crystallites, 0.374 nm (d,,) 
lattice fringes sets laterally grade into either 0.344 nm or 0.445 nm lattice finges sets. Stacklng 
of 'intergrown' individual lattice fringe sets is observed, albeit extremely rare. On average the 
crysallites are 100 x 30 nm in size and may overlap, bend and bifurcate but they do not form 
tangled networks and loops in PGCs present carbonaceous ~ h o n d r i t e s ' ~ ' ' ~  and some 1 ~ ~ s ' ~ .  
DISCUSSION. Turbostratic carbon in three CP IDPs shows two-dimensional, textural (rotational 
and subgrain) and crystallographical disorder caused by graphitic carbon crystallites (do,, = 0.49 
nm through 0.344 nm) and dehydrogenated organic compound [DOC] crystallites. Non-graphitic 
do,, spacings considerably larger than 0.672 nm (graphite) of randomly stacked crystallites are 
common in carbon cokes prior to complete graphitisation of the organic starting material18. 
Crystallographical disorder in Sri Lanka natural graphite, and by inference in CP IDPs, is 
reminiscent of mixed layer compounds and polytypes. I conjecture that mixed layer compounds 
of DOC and graphitic carbon crystallites form during transformations of organic precursor 
materials to graphite. In particular, a graphitisable DOC phase with d = 0.374 nm seems 
susceptible to graphitisation (i.e. formation of graphitic carbons doo2 = 0.%4 nm and 0.445 nm) 
under natural conditions of thermal metamorphism of organic materials. Formation of mixed 
layer compounds is generally controlled by the nature of the growth process, chemical 
composition of the natural or synthetic system, grain growth mechanism, pressure/temperature 
conditions and kinetic factors and reflect metastable behaviour. 

CONCLUSION. Turbostratic carbon with considerable 
crystallographic disorder in three individual C P  IDPs contain 
dehydrogenated fragments of the organic presursor material 
that underwent thermal metamorphism at T < 3 0 0 ~ ~ ' ~ .  This 
report includes the first AEM observation of turbostratic 
carbon and relic organic materials in CP IDPs. Detailed 
AEhl studies of natural terrestrial and extraterrestrial turbo- 
stratic carbons may reveal a variety of precursor relics 
preserved due to low-reaction rates and which may constrain 
CP IDP evolution. 
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6.84 00 1 
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4.98 002 
4.80 002 
4.24 002 
4.10 002 
4.03 002 
3.97 002 
3.88 002 
3.84 002 
3.77 002 
3.73 002 
3.69 002 
3.60 002 
3.5 1 002 
3.44 002 

TABLE 1: Interplanar spacings for 

graphitic carbon and DOC (italics) in 

turbostratic carbons in CP IDPS. B O I ~ :  
matching lattice fringes in Sri Lanka 

natural graphite 


